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ABSTRACT 

Despite the resultant disutility, some people, in particular the poor, are engaged in behavior 
carrying social stigma. Empirical economic studies on stigma behavior are rare, largely due to 
the formidable challenges of collecting data on stigmatized goods and services. In this paper, I 
examine paid blood plasma donation in China, widely regarded as a stigmatized behavior, using 
two primary datasets. The first is a three-wave census-type household survey that enables us to 
examine the evolving patterns, and determinants of paid donations. The second is data on 
detailed gift exchange records of all households that allow us to define reference groups, 
measure the intensity of social interactions and identify peer effects using a novel spatial 
instrument strategy. The set of instruments, excluded peers’ exogenous characteristics, are 
derived naturally from the structure of social networks. We find peer effects influence plasma 
donation decisions along all investigated outcome variables on plasma donation intensity. For 
example, one standard deviation more income from plasma donation in the peer group 
increase own plasma donation compensation by 0.15 standard deviations. Utilizing the local 
hepatitis epidemic as a natural experiment that provides public information on infection risks 
associated with plasma donation, we find that peer effects work through preference 
interactions that reduce stigma, not only through information transmission. Several falsification 
tests are conducted, including estimations using placebo peer group composition. The results 
also indicate that families with unmarried sons are more likely to donate plasma in order to 
offset costs of successfully getting married in a tight marriage market, such as a bigger house, a 
higher bride price and a more lavish wedding banquet. 
Keywords: Social Stigma, Social Networks, Peer Influence, Paid Plasma Donation, China 
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“Everyone was rendered both victim and supporter of the system.” Václav Havel, 1978 

 

1. Introduction 

Certain markets exist, especially in impoverished environments where economic concerns 

outweigh moral values, for goods and services which are associated with significant social 

stigma (Kanbur, 2004; Edlund and Korn, 2002). Markets for body parts, child labor, prostitution, 

abduction and human trafficking, drug abuse and toxic waste are just some examples of these 

markets.  However, empirical economic studies on stigma behavior are rare, in large part due to 

the difficulty in collecting the secretive data.  

In this paper, I study a particular stigma behavior in Chinese society - paid blood plasma 

donation. More precisely, it refers to blood plasma donation where donors are rewarded with a 

valuable nutrition subsidy in cash. The donated plasma is extracted to produce expensive 

nutritional goods, rather than being used for hospital emergency. The associated stigma 

originates from two aspects: first, most local donors rely on the source of income once 

engaging in paid blood donation, signaling to people around that they are lazy and do not work 

in regular labor market; second, in Chinese culture blood symbols spirit, and selling blood is not 

essentially different from selling one’s body. However, the stigma does not derive from 

infectious diseases that might spread out to the public. 

The three decade rapid economic growth in China has been accompanied by strong 

demand for expensive blood products. Meanwhile, poor people across China continuously 

supply blood. Frequent blood donation in the impoverished and unsanitary context has had 

devastating impacts on human health and greatly affected agricultural production and poverty 

alleviation efforts. The induced HIV/AIDS crises in some regions in 1990s left thousands of 

children unattended. Some AIDS carriers alive have married, had children, or moved to other 

parts of China carrying the problem with them. However, this paper does not aim at evaluating 

the causal impact of paid blood donation. The question this paper attempts to answer is why 

paid blood donation still persists even if there has been high economic growth all over China in 

the past thirty years. 
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Poverty has been regarded as a root cause of markets for stigmatized behavior. Individuals 

normally justify decisions based on both notions of money-metric utility and social norms. The 

impoverished environment may render more weight to money-metric utility at the cost of 

stigma against social norms. Though unbalanced economic growth might have left some 

regions much poorer than others, it is still difficult to explain why paid blood donation persists 

in developed regions and regions with fruitful poverty alleviation. 

In this paper, I argue that peer effects drives people to give more blood through 

endogenous social interactions. Similar to other typical stigmatized markets, the disutility 

associated with paid blood donation is presumably reduced when more peers engage in it. 

Therefore, an identification of the effects relies on understanding social interactions. However, 

social interactions are missing in the theoretical literature on stigmatized behavior, such as 

Basu and Van (1998), Edlund and Korn (2002) and Kanbur (2004). For a long time period, the 

literature has had difficulty extending standard models of individual utility maximization to 

allow pairwise, triadic and more complex interactions that shape behavior and explain social 

concepts (Akerlof, 1976; Basu, 1986). Until recently, the literature has started to incorporate 

the structure of social networks in affecting behavior (Calvó-Armengol et al., 2006 and 2009). 

Despite the vast empirical literature on identifying social interactions, it remains very 

problematic due to the reflection problem and correlated effects that may confound the 

identification (Manski, 1993). Taking advantage of a social network data with partially 

overlapping peer groups, I am able to circumvent the reflection problem and correlated effects 

using spatial instruments arises from the social networks.  

The intuition behind my identification strategy is twofold. First, partially overlapping 

groups generate peers’ peers (or excluded peers) who act as exclusion restrictions in solving the 

reflection problem; second, a large set of instruments, i.e., exogenous characteristics of the 

excluded peers naturally generated from the group structure, correlate with peers’ behavior by 

means of social interactions but uncorrelated with the individual group shock. These 

instruments allow me to partially deal with correlated effects (De Giorgi et al., 2010). An 

average of all relevant characteristics in a network, including those of direct peers and excluded 
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peers, are further subtracted from each individual equation. The estimation solves the 

correlated effects (Bramoulle et al., 2009). 

I collected two datasets to investigate peer effects: a three-wave census-type household 

survey from 26 villages enables me to examine the evolving patterns and determinants of 

frequent plasma donations; and the collection of detailed gift exchange records from all 

households were designed in five out of the 26 villages over 2000-2009 to define reference 

groups, measure intensity of social interactions, and identify peer effects. With the help of the 

matched two datasets, we are able to track how paid blood plasma donation decisions transmit 

via social networks (A real example with the matched datasets is presented in Appendix I.). 

Many other studies worry about unobserved factors that simultaneously determine 

network formation and individual behavior. Fortunately, frequent gift exchange activities 

predate the initial introduction of blood bank to the region, mitigating the dependence of social 

network formation on paid blood donation behavior. The network fixed effect estimations 

further get rid of unobserved factors varying at the network level which simultaneously affect 

network formation and paid plasma donation. 

To my knowledge, this is one of the very few studies that apply the novel spatial 

identification strategy to identify social interactions, improving upon the current problematic 

solutions to identification. Meanwhile, this paper is among the first successful attempts to 

collect the secretive data on stigmatized behavior. More importantly, to my best knowledge, 

this is the first empirical study that applies the rigorous identification strategy of peer effects on 

stigmatized behavior. This paper also uniquely measures real reference groups and tests how 

intensity of social interactions drives peer effect estimations. 

Keeping a written record of gift received has been a tradition in China for thousands of 

years. This social norm has also been preserved in many neighboring countries, such as Vietnam, 

Korea, Japan, Thailand and Cambodia, where people engage in reciprocal gift exchanges (Chen, 

2011). The record kept by each household makes sure that peer groups vary at the household 

level, which guarantees the presence of excluded peers. However, it is surprising that this 

widely available source of data has not been used in the economics literature. 
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My approach that utilizes partially overlapping reference groups identified from gift record 

is general and readily applicable to several data settings that allow excluded peers. Though 

coauthorship network data (Goyal et al., 2006), technology adoption network data (Conley and 

Udry, 2005) and risk-sharing network data (Dercon and De Weerdt, 2006) possess the feature 

of excluded peers, none of the peer effects study using these datasets adopts this approach. 

The only two exceptions are Bramoulle et al. (2009) and De Giorgi et al. (2010). However, the 

formal uses the Add Health data allowing a maximum of five males and five females in the 

nominated friendship networks, while the latter has little information on social interactions 

among classmates. Fortunately, the gift network data effectively gauges intensity of social 

interactions through accurate and complete network information on the amount of pairwise 

gift exchanges. 

The main findings in this paper are the following: 1) there is strong evidence indicating the 

presence of peer influence on blood plasma donation decisions; 2) the intensity of social 

interactions is less relevant to peer effect identification; 3) peer effects are directional and 

appear to be partially driven by preference interactions that reduce stigma.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, plasma donation in rural China is 

documented. Section 3 derives illustrative models for the impact of peer influence on plasma 

donation. In section 4, I describe the three-wave census type survey and gift-exchange network 

data, the identification of peer influence and the empirical framework. In section 5 I report 

estimation results. Finally, section 6 concludes. 

 

2. Paid Plasma Donation and Epidemics in Rural China 

In China, the markets for whole blood and blood plasma are separate: the former is mainly 

supplied by voluntary donations in urban area, while the latter prevails in rural areas and offers 

cash compensation to blood plasma donors. The current regulation forbids pharmaceutical 

companies to extract plasma from voluntarily donated whole blood. The greater commercial 

demand for blood plasma makes it much more popular than whole blood donation. Besides 

significant income increase for plasma donors and booming profit for biotech companies, the 

plasma economy becomes a lucrative source of income for middlemen. 
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The national regulation for plasma and blood donations stipulates that individuals are 

excluded from giving if they are older than 50 or younger than 20, weigh less than 50kgs for 

males and 45kgs for females, or seriously disabled. In addition, an interval of 15 days between 

donations is required for plasma, and 3 months for whole blood (Asia Catalyst, 2007). 

Once the plasma is separated from the whole blood, the red blood cells are re-injected 

back into the donor intravenously. To speed up the process, a donor can be given blood from 

previous donors with the same blood type and sent on his way while his blood is being 

processed in a centrifuge machine. Reports show that even people that are tested positive with 

Hepatitis are allowed to give blood, and their plasma is simply placed in a different pile. 

In the past, contamination of red blood cells during the process of obtaining plasma was 

strongly suggested by the high prevalence of hepatitis C antibodies among repeat plasma 

donors. Outbreaks of HIV infection among commercial plasma donors from different areas 

occurred as early as 1994 (Wu et al., 2001). These have been attributable to the unsanitary 

conditions under which plasma donation has been carried out and no proper sterilization 

procedure implemented. Consequently, blood donors, together with injecting drug users (IDUs), 

have accounted for more than two thirds of China’s HIV infection (Figure 1), and as many as 

250,000 blood plasma donors became infected by 2004 (Cohen, 2004). It is even estimated that 

by 2003, over 1.2 million people had contracted AIDS in Henan Province alone, and blood 

transfusion in unsanitary blood banks is regarded as the root cause (Tsang, 2003; Gao, 2009). 

There has also been a strong regional component to both blood donations and the 

resultant outbreak of diseases, which has spurred government efforts to address this public 

health concern. For example, there was a widespread HIV/AIDS epidemic in Henan province in 

China in the 1990s which was attributed to unsanitary conditions for plasma donation. China 

rapidly responded to the epidemic by reducing the number of commercial blood banks and 

tightening regulations. Many blood banks in Henan province have since moved to southwest 

provinces such as Guizhou, which has become a new supplier of blood plasma in China (Yin, 

2006) and is thus the area I collected data for this paper (see Figure 1). It is also one of the 

poorest provinces in China (Table 1). 
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In 2004, there were 23 blood plasma stations in Guizhou. By early 2006, they have further 

increased to 25 plasma stations, which accounted for 40% of the total blood plasma supply, 

rendering it the largest plasma market in the country. However, despite the efforts of the 

government to ensure greater attention to making blood donations safe, in early 2006, a 

rapidly growing epidemic of infectious diseases affected Guizhou.1 In the same year, all blood 

banks in Guizhou were shut down due to Hepatitis C contamination.  

After steps were made by the government to improve the sanitary conditions of blood 

donation in the region the blood banks in Guizhou were commercialized and re-opened in 2007. 

Since then they have aggressively moved to increase blood donations. This included raising the 

cash “nutrition” subsidy that was provided donors, the awarding of cash prizes to registered 

donors at the end of each year to attract plasma donors. In addition, donors are required to 

donate once every half month, with cash penalties assessed when registered blood donors 

delay their donation. Due to the incentive scheme, there is almost no difference in donation 

frequency throughout the year: donors usually donate plasma every half month. Meanwhile, 

there is much smaller temporal variation than cross-sectional variation in plasma donation 

decisions. Once a family starts to donate plasma, it rarely stops. One obvious reason is that 

plasma donation generates a great proportion of income that is non-substitutable, while 

another important reason is that regular donors often feel lack of energy to do farm work and 

have to rely on plasma donation eventually. 

 

3. Conceptual Model 

A static model of stigmatized behavior in a social norm is developed in which peer 

pressure impacts plasma donation decisions. The decision to donate plasma is subject to 

constraints on labor supply. Suppose that there is a continuum of agents in an economy. Each 

agent makes decisions on labor market participation and plasma donation engagement. Agents 

are heterogeneous in labor quality iθ 2, ranging from minθ  to maxθ  with the cumulative 

1 In January of 2006, statistical data showed that the incidence, the number of deaths and the fatality rate of 
category B infectious disease respectively increased by 21.36%, 65.38% and 36.28% on year-on-year basis. In 
March of 2006, the three numbers further increased to 30.01%, 73.17% and 33.20%, respectively. 
2 To simplify the analysis, in this static model labor quality is not a function of paid blood plasma donation. 
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distribution function ( )F θ . Therefore, their income is denoted by iwθ  and varies according to 

labor quality. θ  denotes the lower threshold of labor quality below which an agent engages in 

the maximum legal donation, while θ  denotes the upper threshold of labor quality, above 

which an agent spends no time donating plasma.   

Since donors receive fixed cash compensation (i.e., nutritional subsidies) per donation and 

are subject to a maximum legal donation frequency, I denote the maximum income from 

plasma donation by F . ih  denotes donation intensity and ranges between 0 and 1. Following 

the basic household decision model setup with an exogenous wage rate as in Goto (2009), 

max ( ( , , ), ( , ))
i

i i ih
U c h w S h hθ              (1) 

                                                         . . i is t c w h Fθ  ≤ +  

where U( )⋅  is the utility function, and the standard assumption for utility from consumption c  

is followed, i.e., 0, 0c ccU U>  < . ( )S ⋅  is the social stigma function which represents disutility 

from plasma donation. The standard assumption 0cS ScU U= <  follows, meaning that 1) the 

greater the disutility is from plasma donation, the lower is the marginal utility of consumption, 

and 2) the marginal disutility from plasma donation becomes greater as consumption increases. 

In other words, the wealthier people suffer more from an increasing social stigma than their 

lower income counterparts. Utility is decreasing in stigma, and the marginal disutility from 

stigma is increasing in stigma, i.e., 0SU < , 0SSU < 3. 

h  is the average intensity of paid plasma donation in the reference group. w  is wage rate 

in quality terms. A person with labor quality iθ  receives iwθ  from labor provision.4 The social 

stigma function ( )S ⋅  satisfies 0hS > , 0hhS > , 0hS < , 0hhS < . Stigma is increasing in own 

engagement but decreasing in others’ engagement in the group. The marginal stigma is 

3 This assumption is supported by the survey data. In the survey, subjective questions on income satisfaction, 
status satisfaction, and current and expected happiness status were asked to each individual household member. 
Appendix II plots the three main indicators on plasma donation engagement against these subjective ratings. The 
first and second order conditions of utility with regard to stigma are consistent with the shapes of the Appendix 
Figure. 
4 All the households in our census-type survey are faced with only one blood market that sets up a unique 
maximum blood compensation income F, while human resources vary a lot among people and areas. It implies 
equal “fluid labor” wage and unequal labor wage. 
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increasing in own engagement, but decreasing in others’ engagement in the reference group. It 

is further assumed that a person does not feel guilty if one does not donate plasma regardless 

of the average plasma donation in the reference group, which means (0, ) 0S h = . The 

proposition follows. The corresponding derivation is provided in Appendix III.   

 

Proposition: Individual engagement in stigmatized behavior is increasing in others' 
engagement in the reference group. 

( , , ) 0i ih h w
h

θ∂
>

∂
           (2) 

 

4. Data and Empirical Strategy 

4.1 Data Collection 

The dataset for this study comes from our three-wave census-type rural household survey 

in 26 villages in Guizhou province in Western China.5 The local average per capita GDP is close 

to the median level in Guizhou. While Guizhou is one of the poorest provinces in China, it is 

ethnically diverse. Han is the major group. More than 20 ethnic groups live there, including 

Miao, Buyi, Gelao, and Yi that in total comprise about 20% of population. 

We conducted the 2004 survey of all 801 households in early 2005. It collected detailed 

information on public facilities, investment and institutions in the villages and demographic 

characteristics, transfers, incomes and consumption for households. In 2004, plasma donors 

received a cash “nutrition” subsidy valued at 80RMB for the plasma contained in 580 cc of 

blood. Overall, 31.2% of households engaged in plasma donation, and the compensation 

accounted for 20.9% of total income (Table 2 and Table 4). Information on paid blood donation 

was collected on each family member, including those who were away at the time of survey. 

Given the sensitivity of collecting data on paid blood donation, we made great efforts to ensure 

the accuracy of these data, including extensive training of local enumerators who were able to 

effectively communicate with the residents in our sample villages. Moreover, the enumerators 

5 This survey was jointly conducted by the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), and Guizhou University. 
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were trained to identify and probe into major discrepancies between income and expenditures, 

a strong indication that respondents concealed paid blood donations as an income source. 

A 2006 follow-up survey of the same households was administered in early 2007 and all 

833 households were interviewed. As documented earlier, blood banks in Guizhou were 

shutdown in early 2006 due to Hepatitis contamination in some branches. A few local residents 

were still able to donate through traveling to other counties nearby immediately after the 

shutdown of the local blood bank in 2006, as the timing of shutting down differs. However, its 

intensity was much smaller than before the shutdown (Table 2 and Table 4). 

In early 2010, the 2009 wave follow-up survey was conducted for all 872 households. 

Further information on each of the family members donating plasma was collected. Since 2008 

when all blood banks were reopened, they were commercialized. Nutrition subsidies have 

nearly doubled to 142 RMB (in real term) for the same amount of blood in an effort to 

encourage donors and restore trust. While by the time of our third round of data collection in 

2009 the proportion of donors has recovered to 14.1% households and 6.1% of total income, it 

was still much less than the 2004 year level. It is also worth noting that while the payment is 

rather minimal to the rich, it is still a strong incentive to the poor. Over the long term, these 

villages where plasma donation has been pervasive are poor as indicated by the FGT poverty 

measures (Table 3). Plasma donation becomes a major source of income that lifts households 

out of poverty (Figure 2). A donor typically earns around 3600 RMB from continuous plasma 

donation per year, much more than from other local income generating activities. 

The majority of plasma donors in a family are women. This result may reflect labor 

divisions to accommodate agricultural production or off-farm work, as the opportunity cost for 

men to engage in paid plasma donation is higher than women. However, the ratios of women 

donors in different villages vary significantly, reflecting different labor market situations. For 

example, villages with more odd job opportunities have higher proportion of female donors. 

In addition to the census conducted in the 26 villages, we collected a ten-year gift-

exchange record book for all households in five randomly selected villages6 Gift-exchange data 

6 Two villages are more than 10 kilometers away from the county seat with poor road access, another two villages 
are within 2.5 kilometers away from the county seat, and a fifth village in between is populated with Buyi ethnic 
minorities, who preserve the Catholic culture different from the four Han villages. 
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were spontaneously recorded on the days of all social occasions when guests presented the 

gifts to hosts, including weddings, funerals, coming-of-age, childbirth, and house-moving 

ceremonies. Close relatives are responsible for recording gifts on site when hosts are busy 

organizing events or when they are illiterate. Gift-receiving records are usually kept for a long 

time in order to pay back accordingly when celebrations of other families are held. Household 

social links between the five villages and the other 21 surveyed villages nearby were also 

captured. The gift exchange record captures nearly all real within-village and cross-village 

connections in the long term, avoids implicitly ranking relationships in other network datasets, 

and is directional. In total, 8074 gift links among households during 2000-2009 were identified 

(Figure 3). 

 

4.2 Reference Groups 

Reference groups can be defined quite differently in specific contexts. In a developed 

society, information flow is fast and efficient, such that reference groups are not 

straightforward. However, in an impoverished traditional community, poor public infrastructure 

drags resource flow, and the evolution of local norms usually strengthens reciprocity. These 

differences facilitate a much improved definition of reference group. 

In the early studies (e.g. Foster, 1967), substantial ethnographic evidence documents 

social interactions at the village level in less-developed rural communities. Foster (1967) argues 

village peer effects might be a more credible assumption than studies that use city blocks, 

census tracks, schools or classrooms when villages are small. In a recent study, Mangyo and 

Park (2011) suggest that village reference groups are salient for rural residents living in close 

proximity. A village is often spontaneously evolved that households within each village know 

each other well. Therefore, reference groups for peer behavior are first defined at the village 

level. In our surveyed region, the special geographic condition, Karst landform, further isolates 

local villagers’ daily connections with other villages. 

Apart from the reference group confined by the village boundary, rich information on 10-

year gift networks enables us to redefine reference groups according to each household’s 
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corresponding gift receivers (alters) in the long run. This definition has advantage over the 

village-based one due to one’s social interactions with multiple reference groups. 

Figure 3 illustrates the 10-year gift links for one of the five villages that I collected network 

data. Gift exchange networks are observed to be more intense within clans and villages, since 

their associated enforcement cost is usually much lower than between clans and villages (Chen 

et al., 2011). In a traditional rural community in China, a majority of residents in a village have 

kinship ties with each other. Social relations often revolve around the role of the clan. Clans are 

integral to determining social norms which in turn play a crucial role in shaping behavior. 

Though selling plasma is recognized as immoral in the Chinese culture, it becomes 

ethnically acceptable when more people in a clan, and the communities in which they are 

concentrated, engage in what would normally be unacceptable behavior.  This explains my 

observation from the data that plasma donation activity is usually clustered among people with 

close social relations. Proximity to other donors, alone, does not compel households to become 

blood donors, even if they have very similar socioeconomic characteristics unless they are part 

of the social networks.  

To illustrate this more concretely, Figure 4 shows the correlation between plasma 

donation decisions in the reference group and own donation decisions in all 26 surveyed 

villages, involving whether to donate and number of family members engage in, at the village 

level over the three-wave survey. Each point in the figure represents one village. The horizontal 

axes are others’ plasma donation decisions in one’s gift networks weighted by their network 

centrality and take the mean for each village. The vertical axes are average own plasma 

donation decisions for each village. The positive correlation is salient for both donation 

decisions. 

 

4.3 Identifications of Peer Influence 

The identification problem arises since behavior is determined by behavior, which brings a 

circularity of cause and effect. Parameters in classical peer effect models are not uniquely 

identified (Manski, 1993 and 2000). To estimate the impact of peer influence on plasma 
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donation, the reflection problem that hinders disentangling endogenous effect from exogenous 

effect should be circumvented. 

Conventional instrumental variable strategy might be able to partially address the problem, 

since part of the difficulty arises from endogeneity of the behavior that enters into both sides of 

the econometric equation. To compare with main spatial (network) identification, I employ 

lagged community level instruments that directly affect lagged average group behavior but are 

argued to have no direct link to current individual behavior under evaluation. However, this 

strategy in general is applied to models in which peers share a common boundary. In other 

words, individuals interact in a partitioned group, and no influence comes from outside the 

group. For instance, Manski (1993) studies a linear-in-expectations model, where individual 

behavior depends on the expected behavior of the group. Moffitt (2001) excludes individual 

behavior from the mean behavior, and all groups have the same size. In both cases peer effects 

are not identified. 

There has been growing recognition that social interactions within partitioned groups are 

very particular and not likely to represent most forms of social interactions, while interactions 

in partially overlapping groups yield identification. Lee (2007) explores the role of variations in 

group sizes in identifying social interactions. De Georgi et al. (2010) assume social interactions 

with multiple reference groups to identify peer effect. Following the literature in spatial 

econometrics (Case, 1991; Anselin, Florax and Rey, 2004; Bramoullé et al., 2009), I consider a 

linear-in-means peer effects model where each household has its specific reference group, and 

the average behavior and characteristics of the group influence one’s own behavior. 

Interactions are structured through a directed social network. The relaxation of a group 

interactions assumption allows us to separate endogenous effects from exogenous effects and 

resolve the reflection problem. 

In my estimation of peer influence, an agent’s plasma donation iy  is a linear function of 

the average behavior among its own peers in a heterogeneous group iP  of size in , own 

characteristics ix , and mean characteristics of the peer group. Agent i is excluded from the 

group defined by directed gift exchange networks. Ignoring potential correlated effects for a 

moment, the structural model is: 
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n n
α β γ δ ε ε∈ ∈= + + + + ,       Ε =

∑ ∑
      (3) 

where β  captures the endogenous effect and δ  the exogenous effect. Other than assuming 

the strict exogeneity of the regressors, i.e., [ | ] 0i XεΕ = , no further assumption is made on the 

error terms within a network. The model in matrix notation defined over all networks is: 

, [ | ] 0iy Gy x Gx xαι β γ δ ε ε= + + + +      Ε =       (3’) 

where G  is an n*n  interaction matrix with 1/ij iG n=  if i send gifts to j and 0 otherwise. ι  is a 

n*1  vector of ones. The corresponding reduced form is: 
1 1 1( ) ) ( ) ( )y I G I G I G x I Gα β ι β γ δ β ε− − −= − + ( − + + −       (4) 

Bramoullé et al. (2009) show that the model is identified if [ | ]E Gy x  is not perfectly 

collinear with ( , )x Gx . A necessary condition for identification is that the matrices I , G  and 

2G must be linearly independent. If so, peers’ peers characteristics 2G x  and peers’ peers peers 

characteristics 3G x  are valid instruments. A sufficient condition for identification is that 

individuals interact through a heterogeneous network that has an intransitive triad. In other 

words, there are individuals whose peers’ peers are not all their friends (De Georgi et al., 2010). 

Appendix IV illustrates the spatial instrument identification with a fictitious network. 

All households in our survey are involved in their gift networks with intransitive triads, 

which facilitate identification. However, some households do not have a gift link of distance 3, 

i.e., they do not have peers’ peers’ peer. To avoid missing observations I take the average over 

all excluded peers’ characteristics as exclusion restrictions. 

Unobserved variables common to households who belong to the same social environment 

may be correlated with households’ background, which brings another identification problem. 

In this case, α  becomes vα . To address the problem of correlated effects, I further introduce 

appropriate differencing between structural equations to eliminate unobserved factors at the 

network level. Notice that my approach to get rid of correlated effects is further to De Georgi et 

al. (2010), which argue that the spatial instruments, i.e., the characteristics of excluded peers, 

uncorrelated with the individual group shock suffice for solving endogeneity due to 

unobservable correlated effects. 
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Two types of within transformations can be naturally used for this purpose: the local 

transformation which expresses the model in deviation from the mean equation of one’s direct 

contacts and the global transformation which expresses the model in deviation from the mean 

equation of one’s direct and indirect contacts.7 Bramoullé et al. (2009) show that the global 

transformation imposes less restrictive conditions to obtain identification. Endogenous and 

exogenous social effects can be distinguished on most networks when the global network 

transformation is adopted. A within transformation is achieved by pre-multiplying 

'1J I G I
n

ιι= − = − , and the structural model becomes, 

Jy JGy Jx JGx Jβ γ δ ε= + + +        (5) 

where [ | ]v vxεΕ  is allowed to be any function of vx . Conditional on vα , vx  is strictly exogenous. 

The matrix vG  is assumed to be exogenous conditional on vα  and vx , i.e., [ | , , ] 0v v v vx Gε αΕ = .  

The reduced form is: 
1 1( ) ( ) ( )Jy J I G I G x J I Gβ γ δ β ε− −= − + + −       (6) 

The model is identified if the matrices I , G , 2G and 3G  are linearly independent. In this 

case, 2 3( , ,...)JG x JG x  are valid instruments. It is sufficient to conclude that peer effects are 

identified when the diameter of a network (i.e. maximal gift exchange distance) is greater than 

or equal to 3, meaning, for example, that at least two agents i  and j  are separated by a 

friendship network of distance 3. 

The excluded peer instruments strategy itself does not address the concern about self-

selection into the networks due to endogenous gift network formation. Though randomized 

reference groups solve this issue, a ‘relevance-endogeneity’ trade-off persists. As endogeneity 

of a peer group diminishes due to randomization, the relevance of decision making as well as 

external validity of the social group is weakened (Fletcher, 2010). In this paper, I rely on 

observational data, and neglecting endogenous friendship selection may overestimate peer 

effects to a large extent (Fletcher and Ross, 2011). I will next discuss the potential concerns and 

my partial solutions to endogenous network formation. 

7 Both transformations assume that no household is isolated, and the results are generally valid for any row-
normalized matrix G. 
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First of all, it is possible that some unobserved factors, e.g., popularity, affect both the 

likelihood to form links and the individual donation behavior and differs among individuals in 

the same network. The network will not be exogenous conditional on vα  and vx . To avoid the 

resulting inconsistent estimates of social interactions, I estimate a panel data model with 

household fixed effects, which further get rid of the unobserved factors at the individual 

household level. In this specification, I assume individual popularity does not change overtime. 

Meanwhile, there is concern that the stigma associated with paid plasma donation affects 

network formation and is captured by the error term. Fortunately, the gift network data 

between 2000 and 2009 predates the initiation of blood bank to the local region in 2004 and 

therefore effectively mitigate this concern. 

In the above spatial instrument estimations, the average peer behavior is measured with 

or without being weighted by amount of gifts between each pair of gift giver (ego) and gift 

receiver (alter). The assumption is that the intensity of gifts positively predicts alters’ influence 

over egos. This weighting scheme is implemented via row-normalized adjacency matrix that 

captures information on pairwise gift exchange. 

I would like to draw a cautious note on comparing the results. First, having only extensive 

social network data for five out of 26 villages surveyed, I have to limit both the conventional 

and the spatial identifications to the five village sub-sample to be comparable. 

 
4.4 Empirical Strategy 

I estimate the following household plasma donation model: 

, 1 ,

, , , , , ,
, 1 ,

i i

i i i

j t j t
j P j P

i P t i P t i t i P t
i t i t

y x
y x

n n
α β γ δ λ φ ε

−
∈ ∈

−

= + + + + + +
∑ ∑

       (7) 

or in matrix notation, 

Y GY X GXαι β γ δ λ φ ε= + + + + + +     (7’) 
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where , ,ii P ty  denotes three indicators of plasma donation engagement: whether a household i 

donates plasma; how much plasma household i donates; and how many household members 

donate.8 

Two strategies are applied in identifying reference group iP - village boundaries and gift 

networks. First, identification based on villages is adopted, i.e., simple average donation is 

taken at the village level,9 which might be less problematic in my context due to the remote 

mountainous location that isolates social interactions. The validity of this treatment is based on 

the assumption that village boundary confines interactions and that intensity of pairwise 

connections is homogenous, which may not always be the case. 

Fortunately, I am also able to utilize real network data that varies in the intensity of gifts, 

includes cross-village links, and possesses partially overlapping peer groups, which improves 

upon the village-based peer group identification. Group average plasma donation is 

constructed in two ways to measure peer behavior. The first way takes simple average over 

peers’ donation behavior, while the second way weighs alters’ donation decisions by 

normalized pairwise gift values and then takes the average for each ego. 

Two estimation strategies are implemented to deal with simultaneity in identifying peer 

effects β , as individual donation decisions might indirectly affect the average donation in the 

reference group. The first strategy applies prior community level characteristics, i.e., average 

income, sanitary and transportation conditions, to instrument prior average peer donation 

decisions in the conventional IV estimation. The second strategy, Generalized Spatial Two Stage 

Least Squares Estimation (GS2SLS), defines gift networks as the reference group in the 

estimation with spatial instruments generated from network structure. Specifically, 

characteristics of peers’ peers serve as instruments. For this strategy, average peer behavior is 

measured with and without being weighted by row-normalized adjacency matrix. 

8 Both donation value and number of family members donating blood measure donation intensity. However, we 
have to be cautious that donation value is a noisy measure due to respondents’ recall error, numerators’ 
calculation error and inclusion/exclusion of transportation fee, extra nutrients intake to minimize damage to 
health and lodging fee for donation. 
9 The household’s donation decision is excluded from the average donation in the reference group. 
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Χ  denotes a set of other control variables, including household head gender, age, 

education, ethnicity, cadre and party membership, and share of the elderly in the households. 

Meanwhile, household per capita income (excluding plasma donation compensation) is 

controlled.10 The share of unmarried family members between age 11 and 29 is included with 

the expectation that its larger share corresponds to more future expenses in the marriage 

market and higher incentive to donate plasma. The ratio of local wage to plasma donation 

compensation is controlled. Other than the relative return, I further control travel time from 

each village to the local blood bank that captures non-money cost.11 Shocks, such as family 

member death, serious diseases, natural disasters, and livestock death, are also included. 

 

5. Empirical Results 

5.1 Main Results 

The main estimation results are presented in the following order: I first show evidence 

using both OLS and spatial IV identification strategy. Household fixed effect estimations are 

followed by network fixed effect, spatial estimations with non-weighed adjacency matrix is 

compared to those with weighted adjacency matrix, and estimations without controlling 

contextual effects are compared to those controlling contextual effects. Other robustness 

checks are then conducted and potential mechanisms discussed. 

First, estimations on three blood donation indicators are reported in Table 5a-5c. Table 5a 

reports results on paid blood donation probability. The OLS estimation in column R1 finds peer 

decisions significantly determine own plasma donation decisions with a marginal influence of 

0.801. This is biased upward compared to the spatial IV estimation in R2 with the same model 

specification. 

10 If a donor is turned away because he/she looks sick, this could simultaneously affect his/her income as the same 
appearance makes them look ill. Though it is unlikely that donors were ever turned back from donating blood, I 
replace income with its predicted value through regressing on family background and productive assets. 
11 Blood donation behavior is usually concentrated where local transportation condition permits. Transportation 
condition varies among villages. In villages with better road access, farmers use carts to transport people to the 
county seat and the nearby blood bank, while for ethnic minority groups living in the mountains, people are 
generally unable to regularly donate blood, because after a few hour walk to the county seat it is often too late to 
sign up for the limited slots of donation for the day. 
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Estimations with spatial instruments generated from the gift network data are presented 

in columns R2-R5 of Table 5a, which instrument peers’ average plasma donation decisions by 

characteristics of excluded peers generated from gift network structure.12 Specifically, these 

characteristics involve per capita income, household size, cadre status, ethnicity, education, 

share of the elderly, share of unmarried son, relative wage, exposures to big diseases, livestock 

deaths and family member deaths, and travel time to the local blood bank. Standard errors in 

all estimations are clustered at the village level. The first stage estimation for column R5, our 

preferred specification, is presented in Appendix V. F-tests of the excluded instruments in the 

first stage indicates that weak instruments are not a concern. Over-identification tests fail to 

reject the validity of the spatial instruments. 

Throughout columns R1-R3 of Appendix V, none of the exogenous effects other than 

exposure to livestock deaths are significant, suggesting that social interactions mainly operate 

through peers’ behavior. The identified peer effects on paid plasma donation suggest that a ten 

percentage point increase in the rate of plasma donation among peers raises individual 

probability of plasma donation by 2.5 percentage. Compared to the identified marginal effect in 

column R2, controlling for individual and household characteristics in column R3 reduces peer 

effect by 24 percent (1-.390/.513). Column R4 further includes contextual controls in the 

network, and identified peer effect reduces by 23 percent (1-.297/.390). After further 

controlling for network fixed effects in our preferred column R5, the identified peer effect 

further drop by 16 percent (1-.250/.297). Overall, individual and household characteristics and 

contextual factors seem to contribute the most to the overestimated part of peer effects. 

12 The community IV strategy with perfectly overlapping groups has been widely adopted in the literature on peer 
effects. It might be useful to compare this conventional method with the main spatial estimation strategy in this 
paper. Peers’ average behavior is instrumented with a series of community characteristics in the prior period: 
average travel time to the local blood bank, average income, average rate of access to tap water and travel time to 
the nearest clinics. The first stage estimations show that higher average income and higher rate of access to tap 
water in the village is associated with lower average engagement in plasma donation, mainly due to income effect. 
Besides, households more distant from clinics are less likely to donate plasma. Over-identification tests fail to 
reject the validity of the four instruments. F tests for excluded instruments all suggest that they are not weak 
instruments. In the second stage estimations, higher prior average plasma donation in the peer group significantly 
pushes up one’s own likelihood of donation. The marginal effects are always larger than those in column R1 
without IV. Compared to spatial instrument estimations, the marginal peer effects are generally larger. Our results 
suggest that the conventional method based on perfectly overlapping peer groups might be overoptimistic about 
the magnitude of peer effects. 
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Some individual and household characteristics are worth noting. First, the ratio of local 

wage to plasma donation compensation shows negative but insignificant impact. The rising 

wage in recent years tends to increase the opportunity cost of engaging in paid plasma 

donation. However, the plasma donation payment is still equivalent to 2-3 times the daily 

market wage. Since 2008, the plasma donation compensation has nearly doubled, offsetting the 

rapid wage increase. Meanwhile, labor market engagement does not prevent people from 

donating plasma, especially in the short run as plasma is donated every 15 days. Therefore, it is 

plausible that the insignificant wage ratio can be explained by both the imperfect substitution 

and the rapid increase in plasma donation payment.  

Second, we find that having an unmarried son is associated with higher incentive to 

donate plasma, which is probably due to the strong motives to earn more money to get son 

married in the competitive marriage market with skewed sex ratios favoring females.  

Besides, the official stipulation prohibits the elderly from donating plasma, which 

corresponds to their significantly lower probability of donation. People with higher income or of 

minority status significantly reduce engagement in plasma donation. Shocks such as family 

member death, big disease, natural disaster, livestock death and major stealing do not 

consistently drive people into donating plasma, even if all shocks are combined. 

To test whether peer effects can be explained by within-network and within-household 

variations, estimations with both global network fixed effects (column R5) and household fixed 

effects (available upon request) are conducted. Results suggest that peer effects significantly 

account for both within-network and within-household variations in paid plasma donation, and 

identified peer effects are larger in estimations accounting for within-household variations. 

Similar to Table 5a, Table 5b and Table 5c present results on value of blood donation and 

number of family members donating, respectively. The identified peer effects suggest that a 10 

percent increase in peers’ income from paid plasma donation raises individual income from 

plasma donation by 3 percent. Meanwhile, one more peers’ family member donating plasma on 

average leads to .47 more own family member engaging in the activity. Two similar findings 

emerge in Table 5b and Table 5c. First, OLS estimations significantly overestimate peer effects. 
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Second, comparing spatial IV estimations in scenarios R2 through R5, individual and household 

characteristics seem to contribute the most to the overestimation of peer effects. 

 

5.2 The Size of Peer Effects 

In this part we assess the economic magnitude of the identified peer effects. To gauge the 

size of peer effects, we focus on column R5 in Table 5a through Table 5c, our preferred 

Generalized Spatial Two Stage Least Squares Estimation (GS2SLS) with rich individual and 

household covariates, contextual factors, and network fixed effects. 

Taking the estimated effects at face value, peer effects estimation for the donation 

probability (Table 5a) informs us that a ten percentage higher peers’ plasma donation rate 

increases own probability of donating blood by approximately 2.5 percentage. The average 

peer group size is 17 among which on average 3.1 peers donate plasma. Therefore, over an 

average of about 18% plasma donation rate, 1.7 additional average peers who donate blood 

increases own donation probability by about 13.9 percent. 

Peer effects estimation for the value of plasma donation (Table 5b) shows an one percent 

increase in peers’ plasma donation value leads to .30 percent increase in own donation value. 

Table 5c indicates that evaluated at the first family member donating plasma, one more family 

member in the reference group engages in plasma donation leads to a 46.9 percentage higher 

chance that a second member in one’s own family donates plasma, small in magnitude 

considering that only 12.9 percent of blood donating families have more than one member 

engaging in. The estimated peer effects suggest that disutility from stigma declines when more 

peers engage in plasma donation. 

To facilitate comparisons with other peer effects studies using different peer measures, 

the size of the effects are calculated as ˆ /GY Yσ β σ , where Yσ  indicates the variations in the own 

outcomes, while GYσ  shows variations in the peer variable. G  is the adjacency matrix,13 and 

GY denotes peer variable. This quantifies peer effects as the impact of a one standard 

13 In studies that use X , an peer indicator different from Y , to proxy the peer variable, the size of the effects is 
ˆ /GX Yσ β σ . An example is Ammermueller and Pischke (2009) in which the authors proxy peer variable by number 

of books at home, and the outcome variable is text scores. 
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deviation change in peer variable in terms of individual level standard deviations of the 

outcome variable. 

The effect size measure is reported in Table 6. The effect sizes vary across different 

outcome variables, and variations come from own outcomes, peer variable as well as the peer 

coefficient. The effect sizes range from .124 to .232. However, the lack of other empirical 

evidence on peer effects on stigmatized behavior prevents us from a more meaningful 

comparison of effect sizes. 

Table 7 further test whether the significance and the magnitude of identified peer effects 

vary much when we adopt different weights for pairwise links. In other words, we no longer 

assume that all existing pairwise links have the same strength. Rather, we make use of pairwise 

gift sizes and network centrality. F-tests of the excluded instruments in the first stage still rule 

out the possibility of weak instruments, and over-identification tests verify instruments’ validity. 

However, results on the three major outcome variables weighted by gift size suggests smaller 

and less significant pattern. When weighted by network centrality, three measures are adopted, 

i.e. the out-degree centrality, the in-degree centrality, and the Bonacich centrality, which 

measure influence over peers, popularity in the network, and overall how central one is in the 

network, respectively. The formal definitions of these centrality measures are in the note of 

Table 7. It is concluded that spatial instrument estimations find larger and more significant peer 

influence without incorporating link intensity or network centrality. While the existence of a 

pairwise link suggests social interactions, the intensity of each link (measured by gift size) or the 

centrality of individual network position may not indicate the strength of influence in social 

interactions. 

Robustness checks are presented in Table 8. First, I construct placebo peer groups via 

randomly assigned groups. Specifically, in this falsification test I randomly select five alternative 

households to construct a reference group for each household. Peer effects disappear, 

suggesting that real networks capture the domain of social interactions. Second, we find that 

peer effects are directional, which suggests that the effect is causal. More directionality and 

causality issues are discussed in the next subsection. Third, more nuanced checks are done and 

the main results do not vary. For example, similar to De Giorgi et al. (2010), I reduce the original 
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large set of excluded peers’ characteristics as instruments. I drop the distance to the local blood 

bank due to the concern of geographic homogeneity in the communities, but peer effects 

remain. Alternatively, I drop age profile from the instrument list as regulation on donation age 

may not be strictly enforced, but peer effects are still there. Additionally, people may concern 

that participating in funerals may not suggest popularity or influence. Instead, it might only 

reflect a norm of mutual assistance in a community. Gift links due to funerals are dropped 

when defining reference groups, but peer effects are still significant. All the above checks 

indicate that the reference group definition and peer effects identification are robust. 

To further support our argument of exogenous network formation regarding blood plasma 

donation decisions in subsection 4.3, in Table 9 we test peer effects based on kinship network. 

Similar to gift and loan networks that precede the initiation of the blood bank to the local 

region, kin relationships are also independently formed from plasma donation decisions. While 

our estimations confirm peer effects along kinship networks, they do not exist for non-kinship 

networks. Furthermore, significant peer effects are found in in-kind gift networks, they seem 

less significant in cash gift networks. 

 

5.3 The Potential Mechanism of Peer Effects 

To understand from where peer effects are originated, I first test the direction of 

influences. Are peer effects from gift presenters (egos), gift receivers (alters) or both? The 

above estimations of peer effects all assume that influences flow from gift receivers to gift 

presenters, but not necessarily vice versa. A gift, especially in impoverished regions, means that 

a relationship matters to gift givers. New work in the econometrics of networks and sociology 

confirm that exploiting directionality in networks is a useful identification strategy (Freeman, 

1979; Bramoulle et al., 2009). Fortunately, the gift record allows us to test the directional 

hypothesis. 

Unlike the identified peer effects that gift presenters’ plasma donation decisions are 

driven by their gift receivers’ actions, estimations in Table 8 do not find evidence that gift 

receivers’ plasma donation is affected by gift presenters, providing additional evidence in favor 

of the causal interpretation regarding social influence in donation behaviors. If contextual 
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effects are spuriously driving the relationship between gift presenters and gift receivers, there 

is no reason to expect a directional result. In other words, gift senders in the context should 

appear to have an influence on gift receivers. Since no such a significant effect is found, the 

evidence is suggestive of a causal effect. 

Having been able to verify peer effects in shaping individual behavior and the asymmetric 

flow of peer influences from gift receivers to gift presenters, the presence of endogenous 

interactions might arguably be too broad to be very helpful if empirical analysis is to guide 

policy (Manski, 2000). 

There are distinct endogenous channels whereby group behavior affects individual 

behavior. For example, preference interactions may persist such that the disutility associated 

with plasma donation declines as more peers engage in. In this case, an individual’s preference 

toward stigmatized behavior is largely shaped by peers’ behavior. Alternatively, an individual 

may learn about the attractiveness of plasma donation from peers in terms of large income 

generation with “little” effort. In this case, positive information disseminated shapes 

expectations through interactions. What is the main mechanism at work, preference 

interactions or expectation interactions? 

A public crisis during the three-wave survey might help us understand the basic processes. 

In 2006, Hepatitis C infected Guizhou and blood banks were shutdown. The epidemic directly 

hit some blood banks in the province but not our surveyed one, while the government shut 

down all of them. Therefore, the shock was purely exogenous to local households. The lower 

rate of donation two years after the reopening of local blood bank suggests that awareness of 

potential risks may affect individual donation. If negative information dominates the process, 

during the period after shock we should not observe an increasing pattern of individual blood 

plasma donation for groups with more donors. However, the data suggests that almost no 

household which had engaged in plasma donation after the shock withdrew from donation in 

2009. In contrast, a number of households were newly involved in the activity, especially in the 

communities where donation had been prevalent. Moreover, the estimation dropping 

observations before the blood bank shutdown suggests even stronger peer effects than the 

whole sample estimation (Table 8). 
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In early 2006 when infectious diseases came, the local government made every effort to 

publicize information on epidemic situation. Information on potential risks should be already 

embodied in donation decisions after the shock. Therefore, a salient increase in individual 

plasma donation due to group influences over two time points after the shock is most plausibly 

attributed to preference interactions that reduce stigma, rather than expectation interactions. 

Prescriptions for appropriate public policy differ between preference interactions and 

expectation interactions. My result infers that an educational intervention showing devastating 

effects of frequent plasma donation might be useful before the epidemic crisis if expectation 

interactions are at play, and superfluous later on when preference interactions stand out. More 

attentions should be given to policies that change preference, rather than just providing 

information on potential risks. 

 

6. Conclusions 

Datasets on stigmatized behavior are often too sensitive to collect. Fortunately, combining 

two sources of data I collected in the field, i.e., a unique 10-year gift network data and a 

primary census-type panel data in rural China with detailed information on stigmatized 

behavior, I study one kind of such behavior—frequent plasma donation with cash 

compensation. This paper is among the first empirical studies on stigmatized behavior. To my 

knowledge, this is the first paper that utilizes dyadic social network to identify social 

interactions in shaping stigmatized behavior. 

A novel identification strategy, i.e., spatial instruments naturally generated from the 

network structure, is implemented to gauge peer influence on plasma donation decisions. The 

strategy effectively solves the reflection problem and distinguishes correlated effects that are 

puzzling empirical studies on peer effects. 

The unprecedented rich information on real social connections through long-term pairwise 

gift exchanges enables me to probe into the intensity of social interactions. 

I find strong evidence of peer influences in blood donation decisions, which enriches the 

general understanding about poverty and paid plasma donation. The intensity of social 

interactions plays a unimportant role in the identification. Peer effects are directional. It is only 
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imposed from gift recipients to gift presenters, suggesting that receiving more gifts indicates 

higher popularity in the networks. The results also indicate that peer influences identification 

using perfectly overlapping groups tends to be overoptimistic in finding the effects. 

The identified endogenous social interactions provide parameter for large-scale 

interventions with general equilibrium effects. Due to negative externalities associated with the 

behavior, individual donation level increases with peers’ average donation. Contextual 

interactions and correlated effects, however, imply no such feedbacks. Programs aiming at 

targeting popular agents in the networks and therefore curbing indulgence in stigmatized 

behavior tend to be very effective. In the case of paid plasma donation, this action may 

indirectly reduce donation from others in the group with a feedback to further decrease 

donation from the targeted households.  

My results further infer that identified peer effects might be originated from preference 

interactions that reduce stigma. Expectation interaction may drive peer effects, especially at 

the initial stage of the epidemic, through the dissemination of information on potential risks 

associated with plasma donation. 

Moreover, social pressure is especially salient for households with unmarried sons, 

suggesting tightening unbalanced marriage market in contemporary China. This particular 

finding suggests some adjustments to one child policy. 

This paper suggests that the study of plasma donation is important on its own right. It 

engenders devastating impacts on people who engage in, such as on human physical and 

mental health, agricultural production, poverty alleviation and inter-generational inequality. 

The HIV crisis in Henan Province in China in the 1990s and Hepatitis C crisis in Guizhou Province 

in the 2000s are some of the hard lessons we should learn from. Moreover, stigma explains the 

difference between obnoxious markets and a regular market. Stigmatized behavior often 

evokes popular discomfort, distrust and even outrage among the public. It brings all kinds of 

negative externalities to the society. Having convincingly shown the significance of peer effects 

in this paper, understanding the mechanism that underlies social interactions and the 

consequences of stigmatized behavior will be a valuable question open to future research. 
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Appendix I: Paid Blood Donation Decisions Transmitting via Gift Networks 

 
Data: Author’s household survey data matched with gift networks data. 
Notes: A real example of paid plasma donation decisions Transmitting via Gift Networks during 2004-2009. The red 
dots denote households engaging in paid plasma donation. Households near these households in the networks are 
more likely to follow donation decisions. 
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Appendix II: Peers’ Paid Blood Donation and Own Subjective Well-being 
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Appendix III: Proof of the Proposition 

The first order condition for an interior solution is: 

( ( , , ), ( , )) ( ( , , ), ( , )) ( , ) 0i i i i i i i

i

U c h w S h h U c h w S h h S h hF
c S h

θ θ∂ ∂ ∂
+ =
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              (A1) 

which solves optimal intensity of plasma donation *( , , )ih h wθ  given the labor quality ( iθ ), the 

average intensity of plasma donation in the reference group ( h ), and the wage rate ( w ). The 

second order condition is satisfied. 

Considering the corner solutions for h , if an individual donates the maximum legal plasma 

( 1h → ), according to Kuhn-Tucker condition we have 

( (1, , ), (1, )) ( (1, , ), (1, )) (1, ) 0i i
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+ ≥
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where the labor quality is low enough that the marginal utility of consumption dominates the 

marginal disutility of social stigma for the whole range of h . The above equality holds with θ . 

In contrast, if the labor quality is high enough that the marginal utility of consumption is 

dominated by the marginal disutility of social stigma for the whole range of h , the following 

inequality holds. The following equality holds with θ . 

( (0, , ), (0, )) ( (0, , ), (0, )) (0, ) 0i i
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c S h
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+ ≤
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Finally, to achieve the interior market equilibrium of peer Influence, an ex-ante 

expectation of average plasma donation should coincide with the resulting average plasma 

donation given that expectation. 

max

min

( , , ) ( )ih h h w dF
θ

θ
θ θ= ∫       (A4) 

where min maxθ θ θ θ< < < . Meanwhile, a stable equilibrium of the peer Influence requires that 

/ 1 , ,i ih h h wθ∂ ∂ < ∀ . 

Differentiating LHS of (1) with respect to w  yields 
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Collecting the term /ih w∂ ∂ , we have 
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Therefore, both the rising wage rate ( w ) and labor quality ( iθ ) have a negative impact on 

plasma donation. First, growth in consumption induces a fall in marginal utility of consumption; 

second, a rise in consumption makes marginal disutility of the social stigma greater. 

To derive the impact of peer pressure on plasma donation, we differentiate LHS of (A1) 

with respect to h , which yields 
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Collecting the term /ih h∂ ∂ , we get 

2
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More intense plasma donation in the neighborhood induces i to more actively engage in plasma 

donation. 
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Appendix IV: An Illustration of Spatial Instruments Identification 
 

 
 

My peer group definition is directional, depending on whether a gift is sent or not. In this 

fictitious case, Bob sends gift to Carol and Ted, but not Alice; Carol only sends gift to Ted; Ted 

sends to Bob and Carol and Alice; and Alice only sends to Ted. For Bob, Carol and Ted are in the 

peer group, while Alice is peers’ peers. For Carol, Ted is in the peer group, while Alice and Bob 

are peers’ peers. For Ted, All other agents are in the peer group. For Alice, only Ted is in the 

peer group, while Bob and Carol are peers’ peers. For all four agents, their excluded peers’ 

characteristics can serve as instruments for their own peers’ characteristics. 
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Appendix V: Spatial Identification on Peer Effects (Full Estimation Results, 1st and 2nd stages) 
 R1 R2 R3 
 Donate or Not Donation value # hh members donate 
Endogenous Social Effects = (I-G)Gy 0.250** (0.125) 0.303** (0.123) 0.469** (0.135) 
Own Characteristics = (I-G)x       
Per capita income -0.042*** (0.014) -0.282*** (0.098) -0.072*** (0.021) 
Cadre status -0.05 (0.045) -0.429 (0.289) -0.111** (0.056) 
Household size 0.026** (0.011) 0.134* (0.076) 0.033** (0.015) 
Education 0.004 (0.003) 0.026 (0.023) 0.005 (0.004) 
Ethnicity status -0.164*** (0.061) -1.100*** (0.394) -0.299*** (0.075) 
Share of elderly -0.062 (0.079) -0.525 (0.581) -0.139 (0.106) 
Share of unmarried son 0.180** (0.077) 1.234** (0.517) 0.204** (0.098) 
Ratio of farm wage to plasma income -0.183 (0.145) -1.279 (0.979) -0.277 (0.173) 
Exposure to big diseases  -0.051* (0.030) -0.328 (0.205) -0.033 (0.043) 
Exposure to livestock deaths -0.033 (0.030) -0.21 (0.202) -0.026 (0.044) 
Exposure to family member deaths -0.007 (0.051) -0.114 (0.341) -0.087 (0.061) 
Exogenous social effects = (I-G)Gx       
Mean per capita income -0.044 (0.065) -0.266 (0.444) 0.042 (0.099) 
Mean cadre status 0.236 (0.259) 1.797 (1.817) 0.644 (0.471) 
Mean household size -0.077* (0.043) -0.451 (0.278) -0.074 (0.047) 
Mean education 0.008 (0.034) 0.046 (0.220) -0.008 (0.042) 
Mean ethnicity status -0.122 (0.177) -1.189 (1.189) -0.125 (0.191) 
Mean share of elderly 0.208 (0.452) 1.127 (3.176) 0.226 (0.566) 
Mean share of unmarried son -0.397 (0.290) -2.814 (2.036) -0.471 (0.431) 
Mean ratio of farm wage to plasma income -0.122 (0.341) -1.048 (2.559) -0.054 (0.627) 
Mean exposure to big diseases  0.431 (0.270) 2.808 (1.820) 0.375 (0.362) 
Mean exposure to livestock deaths 0.585*** (0.199) 3.746*** (1.288) 0.692** (0.312) 
Mean exposure to family member deaths 0.364 (0.343) 2.448 (2.354) 0.616 (0.475) 
Excluded Instruments - Exogenous Characteristics of Excluded Peers (I-G)G2x             
Mean per capita income -0.068* (0.036) -0.013 (0.236) -0.066 (0.042) 
Mean cadre status -0.031 (0.174) -2.877*** (1.128) -0.170 (0.205) 
Mean household size 0.063* (0.036) 1.355*** (0.257) 0.100** (0.046) 
Mean education -0.054** (0.027) -0.732*** (0.179) -0.044 (0.032) 
Mean ethnicity status -0.273 (0.197) -1.934 (1.288) -0.283 (0.231) 
Mean share of elderly -1.250*** (0.225) -3.348** (1.476) -1.335*** (0.265) 
Mean share of unmarried son 0.545*** (0.144) 5.483*** (0.941) 0.419*** (0.159) 
Mean ratio of farm wage to plasma income 0.038 (0.097) 0.359 (0.635) 0.023 (0.114) 
Mean exposure to big diseases  0.601*** (0.116) 2.324*** (0.758) 0.667*** (0.136) 
Mean exposure to livestock deaths 0.398*** (0.107) 0.116 (0.700) 0.451*** (0.126) 
Mean exposure to family member deaths 0.203 (0.183) -0.654 (1.201) 0.017 (0.216) 
Network, Year and Village Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes 
N 552 552 552 

Notes: The full estimations in Columns R1, R2, and R3 correspond to column R5 in Table 5a, Table 5b and Table 5c, 
respectively. 
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Figure 1 Prevalence of HIV-AIDS Infected from Blood Collection and Drug Injection 

 
Source: Cohen (2004). 
Notes: 
[1] This figure describes the situation of HIV infection up to 2004. Outbreaks of HIV infection in China have been 
mainly caused by drug injection (IDUs) and plasma collection, which altogether have accounted for more than two 
thirds of China’s HIV infection, and 250,000 blood plasma donors became infected by 2004 (Cohen, 2004). The 
infected population is distributed in specific regions: the pink area is mainly affected by plasma collection, while 
the blue area is mainly influenced by drug injection. The darker the color, the more severe infection there is. 
[2] The area in yellow is Guizhou province, which was not a major HIV infected area due to either drug injection or 
plasma collection up to 2004. 
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Figure 2 Distribution of Per Capita Income Including / Excluding Plasma Donation 
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Source: Authors’ 2004 survey data 
Note: Two vertical lines, “L” and “H”, refer to the low (668RMB) and high (892RMB) official poverty lines stipulated 
by the Chinese government. 
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Figure 3 Long-term Gift Exchange Network in One Village  

 
Source: Authors’ gift network data from one of the five villages. 
Note: Dots of the same color show households in the same clan. Dots to the boundaries show households from 
other villages. The dots (households) are based on actual geographic locations. 
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Figure 4 Peer Influence on Household Plasma Donation 
(Probability and Number of Donors) 
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Source: Authors’ survey data 
Notes: The horizontal axis weights each peer’s plasma donation decisions, including whether to donate (left figure) 
and how many household members engage in (right figure), by its gift network centrality and takes the mean value. 
Mean value is further taken at the village level. The vertical axis takes the mean of own plasma donation decisions 
at the village level. Each dot represents one village. 
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Table 1 Baseline Summary Statistics (2004) 
  Total 

Number of villages 26 
Distance to county seat (km) 6.8 
Number of households 801 
Total population 3073 
Share of minority households (%) 30.8 
Share of household members aged 60 and above (%) 14.1 
Share of households with migrants (%) 41.4 
Share of household members who migrate (%) 12.4 
Male head of household (%) 92.8 
Education of household head (years) 4.44 
Household average year of schooling 2.97 
Per capita cultivated land (mu) 0.98 
Percentage of flat land (%) 53.4 
Land rental rate (Yuan per mu) 60 
Share of households with TV (%) 50.3 
Share of households with bicycles or motorcycles (%) 10.9 
Share of households with phones (%) 17.2 
Having difficulty with access to drinking water 59.9 
Share of households with local non-farm jobs (%) 56.6 
Share of households with self-employment (%) 6.6 
Source: Authors’ survey data 
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Table 2 Summary Statistics on Income and Consumption Components (2004-2009) 

  Total 
  2004 2006 2009 
Main Sources of Income (Percent)    
  Farming 33.3 31.4 33.1 
  Livestock 8.1 6.8 6.9 
  Local non-farm and self-employment  24.0 30.0 23.8 
  Remittance from migrants outside the county 8.0 13.1 8.8 
  Disaster relief, anti-poverty programs, deforestation subsidies 2.8 2.0 5.4 
  Gift income 5.6 9.1 8.2 
  Plasma donation income 20.9 4.3 6.1 
    
Main Expenditures (Percent)    
  Food 47.8 42.2 35.5 
  Clothing 4.0 4.6 4.2 
  Fuel 8.4 8.3 7.5 
  Telephone 1.4 3.0 5.5 
  Medical care 16.4 15.8 13.5 
  Education 8.7 11.7 12.9 
  Gift and festival spending 7.9 13.9 15.2 

                                                 Source: Authors’ survey data.  
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Table 3 Summary Statistics on Poverty and Income Inequality (2004-2009) 
 Total 
  2004 2006 2009 

Per capita annual income (RMB) 1404 1817 2855 
Income inequality (Gini) 43.1 48.2 55.2 
Income inequality excluding plasma donation (Gini) 46.3 49.0 56.6 
Income below poverty line of 892 RMB (%) (P0) 37.3 36.3 22.4 
poverty-gap below poverty line of 892 RMB (P1) 14.5 15.0 10.1 
squared poverty-gap below poverty line of 892 RMB (P2) 7.5 8.3 6.4 

Source: Authors’ survey data. 
 
 

Table 4 Summary Statistics on Paid Plasma Donation (2004-2009) 

  Total 
 2004 2006 2009 

Participation rate in donating plasma (%) 31.2 10.1 14.1 
Mean per capita plasma donation (RMB) 163.2 28.6 93.8 
Cash compensation (nutrition subsidy) for plasma donation (580cc) 80 80 150 
# households without plasma donor 552 749 749 
# households with one plasma donor 235 66 97 
# households with two or more plasma donors 15 18 26 

Source: Authors’ survey data
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Table 5a The Impact of Peer Effects on Paid Blood Donation Probability (2004-2009) 
  R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 
 Network Peer Group + Link 
 OLS GS2SLS GS2SLS GS2SLS GS2SLS 
Lagged peers’ Mean plasma 
donation probability 

0.801*** 0.513*** 0.390** 0.297** 0.250** 
(0.097) (0.100) (0.175) (0.128) (0.125) 

Individual and household controls No No Yes Yes Yes 
Contextual controls No No No Yes Yes 
Direct & indirect network fixed effects No No No No Yes 
F test excluded instruments - 103.13 61.20 11.83 12.13 
p-val over-identification test - 0.265 0.186 0.184 0.247 
(Pseudo) R2 0.064 0.198 0.330 0.339 0.363 
N 552 552 552 552 552 

Notes: 
[1] Linear probability models (LPM) are estimated. Marginal effects from LPM are presented. 
[2] Robust standard errors are clustered at the village level. *significant at 10%;**significant at 5%;***significant at 1%. 
[3] The identification strategy follows (Bramoullé et al., 2009). The excluded instruments used in each estimation are the following characteristics of excluded 
peers: per capita income excluding blood donation compensation, household size, ethnicity, education, share of the elderly, share of unmarried son, relative 
market wage to blood donation compensation, cadre status, travel time to the local blood bank, and major shocks (including big diseases, livestock deaths, 
natural disasters, and family member deaths). 
[4] Village fixed effects and year fixed effects are included in individual and household controls. 
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Table 5b The Impact of Peer Effects on Income from Paid Blood Donation (2004-2009) 
  R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 
 Network Peer Group + Link 
 OLS GS2SLS GS2SLS GS2SLS GS2SLS 
Lagged peers’ Mean income from 
plasma donation 

0.834*** 0.558*** 0.445*** 0.367*** 0.303** 
(0.101) (0.101) (0.173) (0.127) (0.123) 

Individual and household controls No No Yes Yes Yes 
Contextual controls No No No Yes Yes 
Direct & indirect network fixed effects No No No No Yes 
F test excluded instruments - 103.17 61.34 11.36 11.65 
p-val over-identification test - 0.223 0.136 0.143 0.197 
(Pseudo) R2 0.078 0.208 0.329 0.344 0.366 
N 552 552 552 552 552 

Notes: 
[1] Robust standard errors are clustered at the village level. *significant at 10%;**significant at 5%;***significant at 1%. 
[2] The identification strategy follows (Bramoullé et al., 2009). The excluded instruments used in each estimation are the following characteristics of excluded 
peers: per capita income excluding blood donation compensation, household size, ethnicity, education, share of the elderly, share of unmarried son, relative 
market wage to blood donation compensation, cadre status, travel time to the local blood bank, and major shocks (including big diseases, livestock deaths, 
natural disasters, and family member deaths). 
[3] Village fixed effects and year fixed effects are included in individual and household controls. 
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Table 5c The Impact of Peer Effects on Number of Family Members Engaging in Paid Blood Donation (2004-2009) 
  R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 
 Network Peer Group + Link 
 OLS GS2SLS GS2SLS GS2SLS GS2SLS 
Lagged peers’ Mean # family 
members donating 

0.924*** 0.673*** 0.537*** 0.525*** 0.469** 
(0.130) (0.122) (0.195) (0.135) (0.135) 

Individual and household controls No No Yes Yes Yes 
Contextual controls No No No Yes Yes 
Direct & indirect network fixed effects No No No No Yes 
F test excluded instruments - 123.37 60.72 14.67 15.00 
p-val over-identification test - 0.447 0.104 0.397 0.535 
(Pseudo) R2 0.110 0.225 0.358 0.361 0.384 
N 552 552 552 552 552 

Notes: 
[1] Marginal effects are presented. Robust standard errors are clustered at the village level. *significant at 10%;**significant at 5%;***significant at 1%. 
[2] The identification strategy follows (Bramoullé et al., 2009). The excluded instruments used in each estimation are the following characteristics of excluded 
peers: per capita income excluding blood donation compensation, household size, ethnicity, education, share of the elderly, share of unmarried son, relative 
market wage to blood donation compensation, cadre status, travel time to the local blood bank, and major shocks (including big diseases, livestock deaths, 
natural disasters, and family member deaths). 
[3] Village fixed effects and year fixed effects are included in individual and household controls. 
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Table 6: Effect Sizes 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 

S.D. Blood Donation 

Yσ  
S.D. Peer Blood Donation 

GYσ  
Peer Effects 

β̂  

Effect Size 
ˆ /GY Yσ β σ  

Blood donation probability 0.368 0.182 0.250 0.124 
Blood donation income (log) 2.488 1.241 0.303 0.151 
# family members donate 0.496 0.245 0.469 0.232 

Notes: The estimates of peer effects in column (3) are taken from the scenario R4 in Table 5 (a)-(c). 
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Table 7 Peer Effects with Alternative Weightings 
 R1 R2 R3 
Peers’ mean prior paid donation behavior Donate or Not Donation value # hh members donate 

1. Baseline (weighed by pairwise link) 
0.250** 0.303** 0.469** 
(0.125) (0.123) (0.135) 

2. Weighed by pairwise link intensity 
0.153 0.205* 0.297** 

(0.119) (0.117) (0.129) 

3. Weighed by out-degree centrality based on number of links 
0.236** 0.284** 0.438*** 
(0.121) (0.119) (0.129) 

4. Weighed by out-degree centrality based on link intensity 
0.202* 0.259** 0.394*** 
(0.122) (0.120) (0.130) 

5. Weighed by in-degree centrality based on number of links 
0.234** 0.280** 0.381*** 
(0.115) (0.113) (0.123) 

6. Weighed by in-degree centrality based on link intensity 
0.173 0.220** 0.281** 

(0.110) (0.109) (0.118) 

7. Weighed by Bonacich centrality based on pairwise link 
0.249** 0.298** 0.501*** 
(0.127) (0.125) (0.135) 

8. Weighed by Bonacich centrality based on link intensity  
0.219* 0.283** 0.331*** 
(0.117) (0.113) (0.123) 

Note:  
[1] Indegree centrality measures number (intensity) of links the respondent receives from peers. 
[2] Outdegree centrality measures number (intensity) of links the respondent sends out to peers.  
[3] Bonacich Centrality measures direct and indirect connections one has in one’s neighborhood. Besides direct links, the more connections the actors in one’s 
neighborhood have, the more central one is. 
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Table 8 Other Tests on Peer Effects 
 R1 R2 R3 
Peers’ mean prior paid donation behavior Donate or Not Donation value # hh members donate 

1. Baseline 
0.250** 0.303** 0.469** 
(0.125) (0.123) (0.135) 

2. Testing reference groups: using placebo groups 
-0.095 -0.102 -0.055 
(0.118) (0.118) (0.117) 

3. Testing potential mechanism: expectation interactions that diffuse information or 
preference interactions that change stigma? 

0.499*** 0.528*** 0.620*** 
(0.167) (0.164) (0.163) 

Notes: 
[1] Robust standard error in parentheses;*significant at 10%;**significant at 5%;***significant at 1%. 
[2] It is hypothesized that influence flows from the gift receiver to gift presenter, but not necessarily vice versa. A gift, especially in impoverished regions, 
means that a relationship matters to the gift giver. New work in the econometrics of networks and sociology confirm that exploiting directionality in networks 
is a useful identification strategy (Freeman, 1979; Bramoulle et al., 2009). Fortunately, the gift record allows us to test the directional hypothesis. 
[3] In this table, there is no evidence that gift receivers are influenced by gift presenters, providing additional evidence in favor of the causal interpretation 
regarding social influence in plasma donation behaviors. If contextual effects are spuriously driving the relationship between ego (gift sender) and alter (gift 
receiver), there is no reason to expect a directional result. The context should cause both sides to move up and down simultaneously; hence, if I find a significant 
effect in one direction, I should also find it in the other: the gift sender should appear to have an influence on the gift receiver. Since no such a significant effect 
is found, it is believed that the evidence from the gift record is suggestive of a causal effect. 
[4] Panel 3 uses sample after the shutdown and reopen of local blood bank (2007 - 2009). Only households after the outbreak of Hepatitis C epidemic and who 
are informed are included in the estimations. 
[4] Other notes follow Table 5a. 
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Table 9 Various Social Ties and Paid Blood Donation 

  

R1 
Donate or Not 

R2 
Donation Value 

R3 
# family Members 

Donate 
 Panel A: Kinship Networks 

Peers’ mean prior paid donation 0.067 0.096 0.252** 
(0.118) (0.115) (0.123) 

 Panel B: Close Kinship Networks 

Peers’ mean prior paid donation 
0.240** 0.268** 0.290*** 
(0.114) (0.110) (0.112) 

 Panel B: Non-Kinship Networks 

Peers’ mean prior paid donation 0.060 0.112 0.260* 
(0.125) (0.123) (0.139) 

 Panel C: Cash Gift Networks 

Peers’ mean prior paid donation 0.137 0.190* 0.297** 
(0.119) (0.116) (0.129) 

 Panel D: In-Kind Gift Networks 

Peers’ mean prior paid donation 0.282** 0.325*** 0.359*** 
(0.121) (0.118) (0.129) 

N 552 552 552 
Notes: follow Table 5a. 
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